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Abstract. This ankk deah ii'ilh the cultural impact of
glohalic^atioii ou LatínA menean culture. We describe the
gtolialis^lionprocesses ivhich are bringuig ahoutprofoundcbanges
in theculturalexperience ofLatínAmericans, evenin themost
fraditional comiuiinílies. We iram tbat ¡t must nol he concluded

too hastity thatAuiericani^edstandards notr tendtoprevail
ereiyii'here ortbat ¡oca!culturalpattenis aredisappeariug ortur
boundtodo soin thesbort or hng ter/u. Eren tboiigb
globalization incirnses interdependence andinterconnectedness across
nalionalhoundaries, ¡reargüe tbat theseprocesses uurygire rísetoa
growing bybridization andheterogeneity nítbin uiilionaland
¡rgionalcultures.

Introduction

In any discussion about major economic or political
processes occurring on the world stagc, Latín América
tends to be secn as a región perpctuaüy placed at the
recciving end. Latín American socíeties would seem to
simply follow, or submit to, or suffcr the effects of
tendcncics oríginating cisewhcrc, particularly in the
North Atlantic core. Undoubtcdly, since the Colonial
period, and throughout their history as sovereign political
entitics, the Latin American countries have occiipied a
periphcra! zone in the intcrnational system (let's
remembcr tbat even the ñame "'Latín América" has been

imposed by outsidcrs, in this case French impcrialists
during the late I9ih ccntury). The same can be said about
roday's rransformations: the current process of
globalization, initiated by the advanccd capitalist
economies, affects Latin América profoundly, to such
an estcnt that sve can now speak of a "globalizing l.atin
América":a región that is becoming masimallyintegrated
into the"nc\v worldordcr",thoughstillinahíghly dependent
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manner. This papcr deals with onc specific aspect of
che "impace" ofglobalization on Latin América: che
cultural dimensión. The quesüon \vewish to raiseherc
is: should we regard Latin América as a mere passivc
playee, left with the solé aiternative of "resisting or
surrcndering" to cultural globalization, or canwcdepicc
a more complex situación, wherc globalization does
not inet'itably mean global homogenization ofcultures?
In bricf, are therc any othcr options than that of
lamcnting the lossofnadonal cultural idenuties, or tr\"ing
to reinstace them by closingup to exrernal influcnccs?
In any cvent, no simple answer can be put forward, as
the proccss itsclfis extrcmely difficult tograsp:

To whaccvcrcxtcnt globalization (liowever dcfined)

accually isoccurring (andto whom),its allcgcd positive
bcnefics or ncgative costs are difficult co asscss. The
decpcrcjuestionsare: 'cuibono?'and 'whoisbeingglobalized
(or de-globalized), to what extent and by whom?' (Ferguson,
1992: 69).

But, what is "globalization"? Let's begin by saying that
this nocion can rcfer either to an historie proccss or to
"the conceptual change in which it is reflected" (Arnason,
1990: 220). Robcrtson and Khondkcr (1998: 29) actually
combine both chese usages; "In its most basic sense
globalization involvcs che compression of the entirc
world, on che one hand, and a rapid increase in che
consciousness of che whole world, on the othcr". It is

clear that, no matter how one defines culture, it íncludcs

stares ofawareness and experience. And the compression
of spacc cngcndcred bv globalization processes has bccn
accompanied not onlv by growing economic, political and
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social interdependence, but also by the expansión of states
of awareness and experience beyond cultural boundaries
even in isolated and traditional cultures. Giddens (1991)
points out that socialactitñties can increasingly be coordinated
without reference to place and that though everj'one's lives
are rooted in the local, our phenomenalworldsarebecoming
more global. Culture, as Kearney (1995:557) observes, "is
becomingincreasingly deterritorialized" and it can no longer
be taken forgranted that "oíd national hierarchiesthat sought
to bind time and space through literature, historj% heritage,
ceremony and myth" will continué to do so successfully in
the futuro (Stevenson, 1997: 41). The specter is raised of
increasing cultural complexity, growing heterogeneity and
the emergence of cultural forces which can be at once
homogenizing and hybridizing (Hannerz, 1992).However,
let's underscore the fact that "the growing hybridizatíon and
heterogeneit}' ofcultures, have been a characteristíc ofLadn
América since the beginning of its history as a colonial
appendage of Europe in the sixteenth century" (Schelling,
1998:146).

Globalization, in the sense of "the compression of the
world as a whole, in long historical perspective"
(Robertson, 1998: 26) has been vividly experienced by
Latin América for a number of centuries. But, to argüe
that "present transformations are not novel except for
their scale, scope, and complexity" (Arrighi, 1998: 61)
might be misplaced: quantitative change can become
qualitative change. For example, Altvater and Mahnkopf
(1997: 449) argüe that the "all-encompassing reach and
enormous tempo of market transactions" and the
"totality of exchange relations" are historically new.
Lechner (1991: 543) maintains with regard to Latin
América that as social structure, specifically social
differentiation, extends beyond national boundaries and
laps over into economic and cultural lifestyles in the glo
bal domain, social distances not only increase but are
qualitatively changed. Moreover, Friedman (1998: 245)
posits a connection between global transformation and
the emergence of new cosmopolitan elites who share a
"relatively coherent identity" linked to ht'bridity, border-
crossing and multiculturalism rather than ownership of
production.

The observation that "the coexistence of modern and

pre-modern forms of life, has made hybridity and hete
rogeneity constitutive of Latin America's very sense of
identity" (Schelling, 1998: 146) raises, of course, the issue
of the link between modernit)' and globalization processes.
Giddens(1991:4) views globalization as part and parcel of
"high modernity" which undercuts traditional habits and
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customs and frees up social relationships from the
constraints of place. This suggests that coping with
globalization processes is an inherent part ofmodernization
and development. As Lechner (1991: 542) puts it: "the
modernization process becomes an imperative. No society
[...] can renounce modernization without condemning itself
to underdevelopment". Further, this author contends that
"the only way to improve the people's standard of living is
for the región to become competitive on the world market"
(Lechner, 1991: 551).

I. What is Latin América?

The focus of our paper is Latin América. But in order to
tacklethe problem ofassessingthe "impact" ofglobalizadon
on Latin América, we ought to address a two-fold question:
What is specific about the Latin American identity or, in
other terms, what makes Latin América a distinct and

coherent región when compared to other parts ofthe world?
And then, is Latin American culture necessarilj and
fundamentaílyzx oddswiththe processof"VC'esternization"
that globalizationseems to imply? These quesrionshave no
easy or unequivocal answers. For cach author who
characterizes Latin América asa unified región —where many
countriessharea"common language, common colonialpast,
common religión, and similar aesthetic traditions", as well
as a "comparable mestizo ethnic makeup and experienced
similar political and economic histories" (Waisbord, 1998:
389)—,wewill find anotheronewhodecries the"stereottpical"
image ofa homogenous continent (Quijano, 1998). There is
also the perpetual ambivalence that the Latin American
intellectual elitestend to show towards the Westernparadigm
which often clouds the debate on the linkages between this
región and the "Modernity" stemming from the North
Atlantic liberal societies.

We will argüe that, in spite of the significant and highlv
relevant political, economic, and social discontinuities
that we can find among the different Latin América
countries, it is still possible to speak of certain co mm ou
cultural foundations. Moreover, we will contend that,
rather than defining Latin América in negative terms
(as non-Western, backward, or pre-capitalistic), we must
consider it as being historically, symbolically, and
materially embedded in the Western project, though with a
dependent and pcripheralstatus (Guerra,1995; Smith, 1992).
For the most part of the 20th century, nationalists in Latin
América have deplored the region's submission to the
metropolitan countries by underscoring its non-Western
character. This critique challenges the Hurocentric
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conceptions that have consistently been applied with an
imperíalistic attitude to thc Latín Amerlcan nations. Yet,
questioning Eurocentrism need not mean breaking with the
major ideáis of social organization originating in the
European Enlightenment and embodied in the English,
French, and Americanpolidcal revolutions, such as indivi
dual freedom and sovereignt}' of the people. If the proccss
ofpolidcaldemocradzadon and economic liberalizadon that
most sociedes ofthis región have carried out during the last
ten or fifteen years is not to be just seen as yet another
chapter of Western imperialism, we have to take into
consideration the complex and hybrid nature of Latín
American culture. We will then be able to look at Ladn Amé

ricaassomethingmore than a regiónthat simply"imports",
"imitates", or passively"suffers" what happens elsewhere.

What is then Latín América? The term Latín América

covers at least twent)' societies in the American condnent
which because of their histórica! origins, reflect in their
insdtudons and socialorganizadon a worldviewwith roots
in the Southern European tradition -that of absolutist
Counter-Reformadon Spainand Portugal(Eisenstadt,1998).
But this worldview has not merely been "transplanted": the
colonialexperiencehas involvedan extraordinar}' process
of ethnic mixing, cultural amalgamation, and ideological
construction. The Native populations have contributed
decisively to this process ofidendt)' formadon, though from
a clearly subordínate posidon. The "imaginedcommunit}'",
the mythic origins of the nationality, and the legitimacyof
the State in each Latín American country are based on a
narradve that celebrates the "mixture ofraces" and the (íision

of cultures; but the core theme has always been the
"promiseof the NewWorld"-which is,of course, "new" in
terms of the European colonization. Ironically, it is there
that we can find perhaps the most obvious common trait of
all Ladn American countries: the failure to achieve their full

potential. Not surprisingly, the proverbialLatínAmerican
nadon is thought to be a placewhere most ofthe people are
underemployed, underpaid, undereducated, and under-
nourished, and where radicalizadon and authoritarianism are
thc dominant patterns ofpubliclife. LatínAmericanappears
as a place of "unfinished aspirations" (Adelman, 1998),
especially when compared to thesuccess storj- of theUnited
States. The evidcnt question to raise is, why the difference?
And the answer would seem to be quite straightforward:
bccause of the contrast between the Anglo-Saxon and the
"Latín" —Southern European, Mediterranean— cultural
patterns thatwere brought to theAmericas during theprocess
of its"discoverj-", conquest,and settlement.

F^vidently, itwould be fudle to trj'and dress a listof I.adn
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American "core cultural valúes". We all know that culmre is

perpetually in modon, and that it isbydeñnidon ungraspable.
Specificcultures are heterogeneous, conflicdve, even self-
contradictor}'. Does this mean that we should abandon all
hope of reaching anagreementof whatconsdtute the main
culturalpatterns of publiclifein Ladn América? Although
not a taskwithout risks, we thinkthat it is possible to make
certaingeneralizadons. Wewillargüethat, sincecoloniald-
mes, the tendency in Iberian Américahas been towards more
centralized and hierarchically structured nation-states, a
strongerethnocultural,sometímes"oiganicist" understanding
ofnationalit}', and a worldview that tends to sepárate the
moral world into public and prívate domains, with one code
validwithin the familycirclewith reladves,indmate fnends
and cióseassociates, and another code reguladnglifeoutside
(Dealy, 1996). Public life in Latín América has to be
understood in termsofits own logic,whereinpredomínate,
for example, the cultofmanliness,the valúesoffraternit)',
loyalty, pride, and grandeur (rather than the valúes
encouraged by Protestantism: tolerance, humility, and
frugality), as well as the aspiration -consistently
unfulfilled- for "an administrative systempossessing a
clear hierarchy of command and rationalized formal
structures minimizing conflict" (Graham, 1992). These
cultural traits can be easily construed as irrational or pre-
modern. But the contrast can also be seen in a light that
favors Latín América over North América: some authors

have undcrlined what they see as an opposition between
the ultra-individualistic and materialistic Anglo-Saxon
societies and the gregarious and spiritual Latín American
societies. But even so, Latin American public culture
manifests deeply entrenched patterns that are certainly
problematic in an "open society". Let's mention, for
instance, the propensity to view politics as a zero-sum
game that exeludes oppositcs (leading to a "war logic"),
and the general mistrust in the government as an
economic regulator (leading to widespread "black market"
practices)(Albala-Bertrand, 1992).

However, we should not ¡ump to the conclusión that Latin
American public ethos is intrinsically or uniformly
authoritarian, collectivist, and traditionalist.This perspecdve
would entail over-simplifying the long and rich history of
política! and socialendeavors that has characterizedboth
the big and smalicountries throughout the región. First of
all, let's remember that nation-building processes in Latin
América predate the successful anti-colonial movements in
other Third World countries by more than a hundred years.
This precociousadoption ofthe nationalmodelhas involved
a very early politicization ofcultural issues, including the
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question of defining the national identity (Guerra, 1995).
The paradoxical nature ofLatín American collectíve identítíes
stems from the fact that, in spite —or because —of the
previous existence ofa ver)' strong and encompassing sense
of belonging to the Spanish-American world, the newly-
formed independent states had to strongly and proactively
unif)'and differentiate themselves as territorial entíties (which
usually coincided rather looseiy with preexisting colonial
administrative units). This inaugural thrust has persisted in
its effects all over the twentieth century. What sometimes
may appear as a chauvinistic obsession to delimit la
mexicanidad, la argentinidad,otla chilenidad,actuaUyreflects
what Lechner calis a "desire for community". Though it
certainly can lead to nationalist excesses (and it has in many
cases), this "need of sociableness, protection against
insecurity, and the certainty of shared feelings" (Lechner,
1991: 548) is at the heart of what this author describes as
the "quest for citízenship". When democratic advancement
is exclusively measured in terms of the standards found in
the advanced liberal societies, it is easy to miss the fact that
societíes that are internally unequal (in terms ofwealth, power
and prestige allocation) and externallydependent (in terms
ofeconomic and militar)'leverageat the international level)
have sometimes to deal firstwith the challengeofintegrating
the people into the political system. And, of course, any
attempt at actualizing the "sovereignt)' of the people" must
raisethe questionof "who are thepeople?",and moredifficult
yet, the question of "what is the purpose of our being
together?". These questions cannot be answered without
referring to the cultural realm.

Returning to our opening questions (What is specific
about the Latin American identity? And, is Latin
American culture at odds with a Western-driven

globalization?), we have to be careful not to give in to
explanations based on Latin American "exceptionalism"
(Adelman, 1998). Though many authors have either
celebrated or condemned the "exceptional" character of
the región —its "mentality", its "destiny", its "essence"
—, it is important to see Latin América as a different
type of outcome stemming from the same kind of forces,
tensions and contradictions that have shaped other
modern nations. Almost every country in the región has
continually tried to find a functional balance between
the universal notion of citizenship embcdded in the very
structure of the nation-state, and the idea that the country
has a transcendent essence and a fixed destiny. As the events
of this century have tought us, nationhood can be both a
powerful too] ofexclusión and a principie of integration. It
is in this perspective that Latin América can be seen as the
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"Other" within the Western stream or, as Octavio Paz (1983:
140) has put it, one ofthe "two different versions ofWestern
ciwlizatíon" implanted in the Americas. However, this should
not ledUS to embracethe oppositeviewof "exceptionalism",
that is, the idea that Latin América is just a "North América

in waiting", a región that has been badly administered, but
one that could become a "success story" if only a more
progressive approach was adopted. This perspective has
been put forward by the modernization theorists in the
1950's and 1960's, and has been strongly reactivated by
the free-marketeers in the 1990's. The basic tenet is that,
if the creative forces (i.e. privare initiative, open
competition, meritocracy) are unleashed (i.e. stripped of
government regulations, traditional valúes, and
corruption), Latin American countries will naturally and
spontaneously "develop" (or "emerge", following the
more current terminology). Such a view reduces Latin
American cultural specificity to a "superstructure" that
should not interfere with the economic rationality of
globalization.

II. Changing Cultural Patterns

We have suggested in the previous section that the
question of "what is the purpose of our being together?"
is crucial to any definition of a given national identity.
But the vast scope and abstraer character of the question
should not lead us to think that its answer only concerns
intellectuals or ideologues. What can be viewed as the
shared meaning and common goals of collective life in a
specific national setting is relayed by countless cultural
patterns which affect the life of each individual in a
subjective way. The globalization of relations and
exchanges has powerful effects on the cultural realm. But
these effects have a complex configuration: they can
sometimes counter-act specific patterns in a given culture,
while at the same time reinforcing others. This is
especially true in Latin América, where the tensión
between modernizing trends and "traditional" valúes
(that is, valúes which can block or slow down capitalist
development) has always been a major issue. An
interesting way of assessing the impact of globalization
on cultural identities is to examine what is happening in
the workplace.

The economic processes of globalization, involving
increased trade, communication flows, and movement

of people have important cultural consequences. But it
is iiseful to remember that though economic activity is
becoming increasingly global in nature, regionalized
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economic integiation isnot losingimportance asisreflectcd
by Meicosur and NAPTA. Nonetheless, the current phase of
economicglobalization is"qualitativelydifíerent [...] to the
earlier expansión of international trade" (Cook and
Kirkpatrick, 1997: 55). There have been fundamenta]
changas intheveiy processes ofproductíon which may have
considerablecultural impactonvrorldngUfe inLadnAmérica.
For example, though the procurement function of
multinational corporations remains highly centralized,
decision-making is becoming dispersed as production
processes becomemoreintegrated across countries on a
regional basis,and management andcoordination isbeing
increasin^ydevolved to regional headquarters. Advances in
infbrmadon technology have ledto theincreased tradeabUit}'
ofknowledge-based services which have become themost
dynamic ateain terms of foreign directinvestment flows
(Cook andKirkpatrick, 1997). Arethings likely to beany
different in Latin América than in North América where
"thegap will only widen between those who fit, who have
beenconíigured, in terms oftheirpossessing thetechnical
competence needed to access, manipúlate and market
information, and those who do not fit into this
reconfigured informationally driven reaUt}'" (Tuathail and
McCormack, 1998:358)? Given current realities in Latin
América it is surely discomforting to learn that "35 per
cent of all US companies monitor their workers by
recording theirtelephone calis, voice andelectronic mail,
checking their computer files and videotapingthem as
they work" in what are sometimes "information-age
sweatshops and digital dungeons" (Tuathail and
McCormack, 1998: 357). It is clear that there is an
impending threat stemming from thelack ofprivacy laws
(of the failure to enforcé them), aswell as from thestill
strongroleof Latin American governmcnts in"policing"
their citizens (through state agencies, often the pólice
forcé itself, which gather information on individuáis). It
maybe a safe assumption to say that the protection of
privacy - and the promotion of the individualist valúes
that sustain any claim to privacy rights - will become
an important issuein the wake of political, economic,
and cultural integration initiatives.

Arewepredicting hemispheric "cultural convergence"
for the nextcentuty?Obviously, therewill be somecultural
cunveigence, but from ver}' different cuimral heritages in
I^tin Américaand North América.Determiningthe directíon
and extent ofcultural convergence is best left to solidly
grounded, longitudinal research. Notmuch research of this
kind has been done or is underway. Interestingly, Nevitte
(1995), arguing from the position that cross-border

transactions lead to greater similarides in valúes in adjacent
societiesand noting that the volumes ofsuch transactions
increasedbetweenMéxico, the U. &, and Cañadaduring the
decade leading up to N/UTA, analyzed the 1981 and 1990
World ValúesSurve}'s to determine trends in valuéchange
in these "North American" societies. He argües that the
"mainvalúes"inallthreesocieties arebecomingmote simi
lar and that this cannot be explained by the "Americani-
zation" ofMéxico and Cañada. Ñordo the data fit a "cultu

ral lag" model ~ that is, that América leads and that México
and Cañada"lag".

Ingelhart and Carballo (1997:37) in their analysis of
the 1990 World Valúes Survey affirm the cultural
specificity ofLatin América, includingMéxico, working
from a revised versión ofmodernization theory:

Cross-cultural variation does not simply reflect the
changes linked with the modernization and postmoder-
nization processes: to agreat extent, each societyworksout
itshistory initsownuniquefashion, influencedbytheculture,
leaders, institutions, climate,geography, situation-specific
events,and other uniqueelementsthat makeup its own
distinctive heritagp.

Basedon responsesto more than 100questionsdealing
with a wide variety of aspects of life in 43 societies in
the 1990 World Valúes Survey, Ingelhart and Carballo
try to provide answers to the questions of whether
coherent cultural patterns exist in Latin América and
other regions and, if so, whether these patterns reflect
economic development or socio-linguistic and religious
heritage. They report "hugedifferencesbetweenthe basic
valúes of peoplein differentcultural groups"and that,
though the valúes ofrichersocieties differsystematically
(tota those ofpoorerones, the"woridviewofagiven people
reflects itsentirehistorical heritage" (Inglehart andCarballo,
1997: 35 & 44). The Latin American cluster (Argentina,
Brazil,Chile, and México)displayedsimilarvalúes across a
broad spectrumof topics but, as Inglehartand Carballo
(1997:42Q report,"itwould beeasy to extend theboundaries
ofthis cluster to include Spain and Portugal". Simplyput,
culture is heavily anchored in historical expcrience and
"economic fáctors alonedo not determine what people want
and how they behave" (Inglehart and Carballo, 1997:46).

What ofLechner's (1991:551) contention that for living
standards to rise, Latin América must become more
competitive on theworld market? Heappears to bearguing
from an economic "convergence" perspective which holds
that closer integration into the world economy accelcrates
economic advance. The "divergence" perspective, in
contrast, argües that globalization "leads to a widening of
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cxisdngincernational disparities and a furthermarginalization"
(Giokand Kirkpatrick, 1997:64). For csample, I<iely (1998:
103) notes that although the developing world as a whole
has increased its global share of exports, "this is largely
accounted for bv the rise of the four first-tier East Asian

NlCs, who together produce around half of the total
manufacturingexports originatingfrom the 'Thitd VX'orId'";
I-atin Amcrica's shareof worldexports actually declincd from
12.4% in the 1950s to 3.9"'o in 1990. And, as Sussman

(1997: 260) puts it, "absorption ofThird World elites into
the mainstream of transnational culture mavginalizes the poot
evcn further and leaves them few, often oniy the most ex
treme, alteniativcs, incliidiiig war". Sussman points out that,

although information technologics and media do not créate
povcrtv, "their introduction into the mix ot alreadv severe
ciass segregations are likcly to makc life worse for the
majorlty". W'ithour attempting ro resolve this debate, it is
worth noting that fundamental transformations in the

processes of production and management require increasing
levels ot knowlcdge-based inputs (and ncarncss to and
undcvstanding between firms, customers, and suppliers). If
international compctitivencss is to be achieved and
maintaincd, this will invoivc significant cultural changes at
the micro and mncro level in I.atin América. Thcsc changes
are now undcrwav.
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III. Globalization Processes and Local Cultutes

It is probably in the most traditional of Latín American
communities that the cultural effects of globalization
processes are the most visible and striking. As wc have
secn, globalization processes involve the compression of
space and produce a unity of time - in short, they give way
to "an increasinglv simultaneous, intcrconnected world"
(Scribano, 1998:494) or, as Castclls (1998:350) puts it, to a
"network society" that is emerging "from the superseding
of places and the annihilation of time by the space of flcws
and by the timeless time". It is clear that globalization
processesare now enmeshed in Ladn Américawithongoing
industrialization, urbanizadon, and modernizadon, and that

thcse processes combincd have brought about the virtual
disappearancc of traditional ways of life, as T\', cars,
supermarkets, mass-produced clothing and fashion have
permeated even indigenous communides (Schelling, 1998:
154).Arguably, these trends are changing the natureof ties
between individuáis and groups through the wav in which
they impact on individual consciousness and social
relationships. Among the Yucatec Maya, for example, "as
mediapenetradon within the Yucatán región becomes more
intensified [...] Maya are continually re-evaluating local life
[...] with increasing awareness ofexternal referents which
are alien to local cultural practiccs" (Millcr, 1998: 307).
Televisión viewing in the Brazilian Amazon is reported to
have resulted in "ncw conccptualizations ofspace and dme,
in the modification ofwork patterns; in a new wave of
consumerism, in a general shift in cxpcctations towards life
and towards the community, and in the displacement of
private and public activities" (Reís, 1998; 306).

One of the main effects of the introduction oflA' into

family homcs in traditional communities throughout the
world, has bcen to shift social activit)-from o/í/r/Ví'the home
to i n side the homc. This is as true of the Yucatec Mava as it

is ofthe Aymara in BoHvia and the Inuit in the Canadian
Arctic.Time that uscd to be spent in interactions with friends
and neighbors and in participation in the communitt- at large
declines as time spent viewing^^'increases. It is this t\ pe of
phcnomcnon that perhaps has given rise to the anecdote

about the member ofa tribe who complained that "beforc
we had time, but we had no watches; now we have watches,

but we have no time". Thus, the vcrv notion of time can

change from a more qualitative, flexible conception to a
more quantitative one since 'A', for example, "with its strict
schedules |...] tcnds to set detlnite boundaries" (Reis, 1998:
30.3). Social relationships, thcrefore, mav often be conducted
according to time frames determined by'A viewingpatterns.
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The way in which TV' viewing alters the way people use and
experience time, Kbo/uogenis^ingm a cultural sense. The
content ofTV' programming almost cverj'where, regardless
of whether it is homogenizing in some instances or
hybtidizingin others, is such as to expand awarenessbeyond
traditional cultural boundaries and to provide external
referents. It is this, perhaps, that contributes to the process
amongtheYucatec Maya of "youngercommunitj' members
[...] moving outside the existing structures of household
authorit}'and the achievement ofstatus through the moral
order of rural agriculture" (Miller, 1998: 314). WhileTV
can provide alternative role models and social scripts to
those currently available in traditional communities, the
relationship between theviewer andthe social contentis,at
best, vicarious. This relationship can, nonetheless, be
powerful: "In aglobally mass-mediated societ}' [...] st)'le and
fashion are important sources of self-esteem" (Schelling,
1998:154). However, as Waisbord (1998:393) rightfully
cautions, "ifideas and imagesdo not resonare with existing
beliefe, itisunlikely thatthej'\vill beaccepted andincorporated
into the formation ofcultural identities".

More complex is the way in which the forces of
globalization andtradition interact among migrants from
rural areas to the explosively growing metropolises and
future megalopolises in Latin América.These immense
andrapidly expanding centers of urbanization reflect the
fact that cities have become the pivotal points not only
at the local, national, and regional levels, but at global
level as well. The world economy has become, much
more than before, an economy in which global and re
gional metropolises and megalopolises arethedominant
actors. The major cities of Latin América are taking on
these characteristics, and will continué to do so in the
future. These urban centers are likely to become even
largerthan those of North América and Europe. In the
spaccof one generation, there has beena veryprofound
change in the nature of the cultural influences to which
migrants to the large metropolisesthroughout the región
areexposed. These migrants acquire anenhanced awareness
of theoutside world, aswell asa form of"cultural literacy"
that enables them to develop, for example, a better
understandingofmicro-economic and even macro-economic
issues, an awareness which is largely lackingin traditional
rural areas. In this context, the informal dollarization of
many Latin American economies should be seen as an
indication ofa dramatic turn in the wayin which people,
even those of the lowerstrata, perceive the valuéof goods
and ofwork itself. Better and cheaper transportation and
communications within and between the countries in the
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región, and for the middle-classesand up, a strengthening
of links with North América by means of cultural
consumption and tourism, have modified, in a very short
time span, the cultural dynamics of the continent.
Interdependence and interconnectedness have increased
across social class, ethnic, and national boundaries, even in
the contextofagrowinggap betweenthe "haves"and"have-
nots" in both North and Latin América. The upper levelsof
Ladn Americansociet}' are increasingly "wired"—that is, they
are becoming increasinglydependent on technologies such
as the cellular phone and the Internet, which mediate their
relationships with others.

Waisbord (1998:392) takes issue with "the idea ofwired
citízenswho develop new cognitívemaps and idendties in
placelessvirtualcommunides"; he points to lowpenetradon
of cable and satelliteTV and even of the oíd telephone
networks in many Ladn American countries. But even the
introducdon ofphone linesand services, pardcularlyprivate
phone service, bringswith it the possibilit)' and actualit)' of
socialreladonshipsmediatedby technologj'and freeofthe
constraints ofplace. Traditional cultural boundaries are
renderedmore permeableand,inaddidon, the desandbonds
of traditional culture can be weakened from within:

As physical distance as a barrier to communicadon with
others disappears, psychological obstrucdons arecreated[...]
We have witnessed the extraordinary rise ofprivacy as a
covetcd valué and simultaneously documented the de-
emphasis of public spaces as a prized part of daily life
(Gumbert and Drucker, 1998:429).

In short, it is now obvious that even in the most

traditional communities in Latin América, globalization
processes are rendering cultural boundaries more
permeable, bringingabout changes Inthe way in which
time is conccptualized and experienced, and changing
the nature and quality of communal ties. These trends
are likely to become more rather than less pronounced
as those technologies which facilitare increasing
interconnectedness between Latin Americans and Latin

Americans and the world at large per\'ade the social fabric
ofeveryday life.

Though muchismadeof the fact that thesetechnologies
areused mainly byeducated, urbanized, andupperandmiddle
class Latin Americans who "have already participated in a
cosmopolitan culture and global communication flows"
(Waisbord, 1998: 392), the barriers to their greater
penetrationare mainly infrastructural and economicrather
than related to predominantly cultural issues. Even levelsof
education and literacj'are no longer insurmountable barriers
to the diffusion ofthese technologies. As Miller(1998:310)
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points out, for the Yucatec Maya,"the expense represented
bya televisión in the homeexceeds the totalmedianexpenses
on all basic needs for at least one month". This is the real

meaning of high and exorbltant prices for access to
information technologies for the population in most Latín
American countries. But, again, there is a strong and
pronounced trend towardsa significant declinein tfaese costs
on a worldwide basis.

As technologies which "abridge distance and fuel a new
consciousness" (Waisbord, 1998; 377) permeate Latin
American societíes in the decades ahead, ties to traditíonal
cultures and groupings will be changed and loosened and
individuáis may be left with a more fragmentar}'grasp of
culturalpattems ofmeaning. Will this resultinan "increasing
split between everyday life and large-scale systemic
integration" (Calhoun, 1991:96)?Perhaps. Butitis through
identít}'formation processes that "populations are mobilized
and integrated into cultural communitíes" (Waisbord, 1998:
377). Nation-states willcontinué to playa powerful role in
identit}' formation processes, even if their capacity in this
regardis beingeroded by the forces ofglobalizatíon,acting
from above, and those ofpluralism,actingfrom below.They
willcontinué to provide a sense ofplace,as space becomes
increasingly compressed and cultural barriers ofall kinds
become more porous. National (and ethnic) identities
may, however, become less all-encompassing as the
processes ofindividual differentiation continué worldwide.

But there is another way in which spatial structures are
being disrupted in the wake ofglobalization. We have to
take into account the vast rearrangements that are taking
place in terms ofregionalshifts, where core and peripheries
are changing their relative position and even their overall
status. A cit}'that has held a consistent role as an industrial
center for localmarketscan become veryrapidly a backwater
town if it is left out of a globalized axis ofproduction for
export markets. As Feagin and Smith (1998:55) argüe, Lima
is a paradigmatic example ofa "loser" in a globalgame that,
at a continental scale, tends to converge in citíes like México
D. F. and Sao Paulo. There is no doubt that this kind ofshift

can bring forth major changes in the political, social, and
cultural arenas. In fact, this phenomenon —ofwhich the
long-term effectsare stíllextremelydifñcult to assess—raises
a number ofquestions regarding the integrity of national
communitíes. It seems more likelythat the global game will
be played in terms of sub-national regions than in terms of
countries. In other words, a few large industrial, financial,
commercial and technologically-developedcenters —usually
the capital cities or main metropolises, along with their
heartlands - will concentrare and benefit from the economic
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take-off. Does this mean that the alreadyacure "dualizadon"
that exists in Latín América Qnterms ofsocial stratíñcation)
willbe amplified by a form of regional fragmentation, with
thriving globally-linked city-regions on the one hand and
estranged, pauperized provinccs on theother?This isavery
disquietingpossibilit}', but it isat leastplausible that economic
growth willeventuallyirradiare to other geographic areas.
We have to remember that, despite the fact that these
changes are brought about chiefly by economic factors,
extremely strong political and cultural mechanisms are at
work as well. As we have argued, though globalization is
about markets, it is also about compression and expansión
of space and time, about cultural awareness and self-
awareness in an increasinglyinterconnected world.

Conclusión

In the fírst decades of this coming century, we are likely
to witnessin LatínAméricafundamentaleconomic,political,
and especially cultural changes on an unprecedented scale.
The scopeanddepthofthese changes maybequiteprofound
and far-reaching, and take place in what in historical
perspective maybe a relativelyshort period of time. While
cultural barriers of all kinds arebecomingporousandnational
and ethnic identities are becoming less encompassing, a
heightened individualism will dramatically alter the social
fabric of Latin American countries. The continuing
commodiflcation of time will tend to reduce conviviality
and sociability, and empty interpersonal relations ofnon-
essentíal elements. Thiswill affectnotonlyrelations inpublic,
but familyand intímate relations as well.These trends may
ver}' wellbecome more pronounced in Méxicothan in any
other LatinAmericancountiy. In this regard,wecan expect
that acrucial play-outwill takeplace inMéxico and,perhaps.
Central América.There is alreadysome evidence that valúes
and culture in México may be taking a turn away from the
restof the región, without this necessarily meaninga lossin
its Hispanidad. The extraordinar}' culturalpulí exerted by
the United States entails, indeed, an "Americanization" of
Mexican culture andways of life. Butit ispossible to contend
that we have already begun to observe some signs of an
emerging hemispheric cultural system,at least at the North
American level, whereLatinAmerican cultureadapts and
transforms L'S cultural contents, and even affects US culture
itself. Theremight also bethecultural pushemanating from
thethree-way competítive andinteractive economic, political,
and social relations and exchanges between México,Ganada,
and the UnitedStateswithinthe framework ofN.MT.\. Acting
withinthisframework mayforcéadaptatíons andadjustments
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on all partners that neither would have made alone.
Globalization processes are having an intense effect on

social structures, which in turn have an impact on cultural
patterns. Lechner (1991),for example, has pointed out that
social structures now flow across national boundaries, and

elitesnow interminglemore than ever before at the global
level.Global economic activitj' has created new avenues of
upward mobility, particularly for the middle classes andup,
and especially for youngprofessionals in the large urban
centers. But this upward mobility for some must be
contrasted with what amounts to downward mobility for
others. Performance and achievement are now key valúes
in the workplace, while the traditional "Latin" ethos based
principally on personal trust andloyalty - as opposed to
almost exclusive reliance on contractual relationships - is
increasingly seen as an impediment to the efficient
management ofbusiness. Consequendy, those whopreviously
had to relyon family or connections to attain or maintain
high positions inthe social structure must now demónstrate
achievement or face downward mobility. Once again, we

must not conclude too hastilythat "Americanized" standards
now tend to prevail everywhere, and that local cultural
patterns are disappearing orare bound todosointhe short
or long term.Whatweseeis rathera tendency towards a
more rational use of resources, which does not necessarily
conflict with Latin American culture. Economic methods
andmanagement techniques areindeed being imported from
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North América, particularly to México; however, as
corporate experts have realized long dme ago, the workplace
remains a domain where interpersonal relationships and
cultural sensitivities play a very strong role. In this sense, in
order to be successful, businesses have to opérate within
the cultural framework of employees, clients, andsuppliers,
as well as that of the larger community. But the cultural
framework alsoincludes political culture. Authoritarianism,
nationalism, and populism have alwaysbeen considered to
be the fundamental traits of collective life in the región.
After the democratization wave of the 1980s, economic
liberalization and privatization proceeded apace, partly
because this was compatible with economic globalization.
The caseofMéxicois againhighlysignificant. Méxicohas
had no choice but to move towards economic liberalization

and privatization, because of its involvement in N/\FTA.
Further, its economic partners. Cañada and the United States,
have put strong and sustained pressure on México to
democratize its institutions and civilsociety, at least in part
so as to establish a common cultural framework for economic

activity. VCTiile thismightsuggest that economicglobalization
is inexorably weakening political and cultural sovereignty,
and though it does open the wayforgreater identífication at
the levelofregionsand condnents, nadon-states willcondnue
to have the predominant role in coUecdve idendty formadon
processes. There are, in other words, limits to the
transformations that globaüzation is likely toengender. É
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